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The Universe as Prophet: 
A Soteriological Formula in Plotinus 

John F. Phillips 

I N THE NINTH CHAPTER of the treatise Against the Gnostics 
(2.9), Plotinus, defending the divinity and goodness of the cos
mos against the claim of some Gnostic sects that it is evil and 

inferior even to mankind, parodies what he considers a particularly 
odious facet of Gnostic doctrine (51-60): 

ro b' vnep VODV ifby/ eariv l~w VOD neaelv. ne[(}ovral be 
av(}pwnOi avoy/rol TOlr; TOlOvrOlr; rwv AOYWV e~aiqJvy/r; aKovovrer; 
wr; «au lay pdriwv anavrwv ou /10VOV av(}pwnwv, aAAa Kai 
(}ewv»-noAAJ) yap ev av(}pwnOlr; " aV(}abew-Kai 0 nporepov 
ranelVOr; Kai /1irplOr; Kai lblwry/r; av~p, d aKovaele' «au ei (}eoD 
nalr;, ot b' aAAOl, our; e(}av/1a(ec;, ou nai&c; oUb' Ii rl/1WalV eK 
naripwv Aap6vrsr;, au bi KpelrrWV Kai TOU ovpavou ovbiv novr,
aac;»-eira Kai avveny/xwalv aAAOl; 

To my knowledge only Eduard Norden has acknowledged the for
mulaic character of the phrase 'You are the son of god'.l In his 
discussion of the stylistic tradition of the ceremonial formula 'I am 
a god' (or the variation 'I am the son of god'), he takes note of 
this passage and compares similar passages in Christian polemi
cists, concluding that Plotinus is here reproducing well-known and 
controversial language of Gnostic soteriology. The expression ap
parently served as a conventional form of exhortation by which 
Gnosticism taught man of the possibility of his redemption by 
virtue of his natural affinity with the first god. Norden's interest 
lay primarily in the stylistic continuity of the formula in the reli
gious thought of later antiquity; consequently he does not consider 

1 E. NORDEN, Agnostos Theos. Untersuchungen zur Formengeschichte religioser Rede 
(Leipzig/Berlin 1913) 193 n.t. Responses to Norden's study include G. P. WETIER, "Der 
Sohn Gottes": Eine Untersuchung iiber den Charakter und die Tendenz des Johannes
Evangeliums (Gottingen 1916); T. ARVEDSON, Das Mysterium Christi. Eine Studie zu 
Mt. 11.25-30 (UppsaJa 1937); E. SCHWEIZER, Ego Eimi . .. Die religionsgeschichtliche 
Herkunft und theologische Bedeutung der johanneischen Bildreden (Forschungen zur Reli
gion und Literatur des Alten und Neuen Testaments N.F. 38 [Gottingen 1939]); H. BECKER, 
Die Reden des Johannes-evangeliums und der Stil der gnostischen Offenbarungsrede (Got
tingen 1956). These works are cited hereafter by author's name alone. 
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the reason for Plotinus' reproduction and criticism, nor does he 
mention that this is not the only place where Plotinus employs it. 

The other version of the formula ('I am a god') appears also in a 
passage from the earlier treatise On the Immortality of the Soul 
(4.7.10.32-40): 

OlJleTat yap vovv opwvw OVK afaBYJTov Tl OV& TWV BVYJTWV rov
TWV, aAAa au5icp TO aialOV Kawvoovvw, mlvw Ta ev TeP vOYJTeP, 
Koaj10V Kai aVTov VOYJTOV Kai cpwTelvov yeyev1Jj1BVOV, aAYJBeifl 
KaWAawroj1evov !lj napa TOV ayaBov, 0 niiazv e7rlAal.mel role; 
vOYJrolC; aA1jBezav· we; nOAAaK1C; aVTeP t5ot!at TOVro t5~ KaAwc; 
eipijaBar «xaipeT', eyw t5' Vj1IV Beoe; aj1pporoe;» npoc; TO Belov 
avapae; Kai T~V npoc; aVTO 0j101oTYJTa dTeviaae;. 

Here it is not parodied as an arrogant claim of revelatory knowl
edge by Gnosticism or any other sect; to the contrary it is pre
sented in a positive manner as an expression of the moment of 
soul's self-revelation of its inherent divinity. Why then does Plo
tinus in 4.7.10 insert the formula as a serious articulation of soul's 
discovery of its own divinity, only to ridicule it later (2.9.9) as an 
example of the absurd language of revelatory redemption used 
among the Gnostics? 

A detailed examination of the relationship between the two uses 
of the formula in the Enneads will show that their full significance 
transcends merely stylistic interests. I wish to argue (1) that the 
parody of the formula in 2.9.9 can only be understood in light of 
both 4.7.10 and an extraordinary statement at 2.9.9.41, where 
Plotinus remarks that the visible universe 'prophesies' to man con
cerning the 'products' of the One; and (2) that in the latter state
ment Plotinus is giving a new dimension to the function of the 
visible universe in soul's quest for the transcendent world of Intel
lect: the visible universe becomes the metaphysical counterpart to 
the personal prophet of religious cult. More specifically, Plotinus 
imbues the universe with prophetic powers in reaction against 
Gnostic prophecy characterized by the soteriological formula. Be
fore confronting these issues, we must analyze the contexts for the 
two articulations of the formula and provide confirmation for its 
close association with soteriological prophecy in general. 
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Norden found that both versions of the formula, 'I am a god' or 
'1 am the son of god', belong to a group of closely related liturgical 
utterances shared by many Hellenistic cults, and attested in all 
three persons. 2 There is ample evidence of its intimate connection 
with prophetic revelation;3 perhaps the best known example is a 
passage from Celsus preserved by Origen, in an imagined dialogue 
between an enemy of Christianity and certain pseudo-prophets.4 

CelSUS recalls several variations of a formula of self-predication
'1 am the god', or 'son of god', or 'divine spirit'-as the prophets' 
accustomed forms of religious address. Their self-predications in
troduce their theme: the prophet is the instrument of god, himself 
a god or son of god, who appeals for rebirth of the masses; those 
who heed his call to salvation will themselves become such as he. 
More accurately, they will finally share in the knowledge that they 
have always been the children of god.s The contexts of 4.7.10 
and 2.9.9, with parallels from other writers, show that Plotinus 
employed the formula in just this sense. 

Although Norden did not note the occurrence of the formula in 
4.7.10, he did examine its source, the prooemium of the Purifica
tions of Empedocles,6 which he regarded as the stylistic precursor 

2 Norden 184ff and 221£. C( ]. Kroll, Die christliche Hymnodik bis zu Klemens von 
Alexandreia (Konigsberg 1921) 22 n.1; A. Dieterich, Abraxas. Studien zur Religionsge
schichte des spatern Altertums (Festschrift Hermann Usener) (Leipzig 1891) 25 and 68, 
Eine Mithrasliturgie (Leipzig 1903) 52f and 138ff, Kleine Schriften (LeipziglBerlin 1911) 
27; A. Deissmann, Light from the Ancient East (New York/London 1927) 136ff; W. 
Bousset, Kyrios Christos; Geschichte des Christusglaubens von den Anfangen des Christen
tums bis Irenaeus 6 (Gottingen 1967) 52ff; A. N. Wilder, Early Christian Rhetoric, the 
Language of the Gospel (Cambridge 1971) 50 and 113. 

3 See Wetter 4f; Arvedson 86ff; Becker 1Sf. In Corp.Herm. 13.4 the formula is used to 
express Hermes' redemptive power as divine minister: ayvoel\;. on Beo\; nerpVKa\; Kai TOU ivo\; 
nal\;. O' Kayw (cf. 13.2). It appears frequently in the New Testament in two forms: as the so
called formula of adoption (e.g. Mark 1.11, cf. Luke 3.22) and as an identification of Christ 
in the Gospels (e.g. Matth. 16.16, Mark 14.61, John 11.27). Hymnic repetition of its first 
person correlate occurs in the Acta Thom. 32: vlo\; dill fxdvov TOU p).aljlavro\; ... vlD\; dill 
eKdvov TOU Ka(Je(ollevov eni Bpovov anw).da\; d\; nlv un' o rJpavov ... vio\; dill eKdvov TOV r~v 
arpaipav (wvvVovro\; . ... C( Norden 185 for discussion of the 'Adoptionsformel'. See also 
Dieterich, Ahraxas (supra n.2) 152 and Arvedson 123 (with regard to the formula as it 
occurs in the Old Testament). 

4 Cels. 7.8. Cf. R. Reitzenstein, Poimandres: Studien zur griechisch-agyptischen und 
fruhchristlichen Literatur (Leipzig 1904) 214ff. 

5 See Dieterich (supra n.2) Abraxas 161ff and Mithrasliturgie 52f, who maintains that in 
all mystery religions the idea recurs that only a child (son or daughter) of the god can be 
beneficiary of the secret knowledge and immortality bestowed by him. In the cult of 
Mithras the god is depicted as father and his believers as his sons. 

6 At fro 112.4 D-K, eyw 15' VlllV Beo\; aIlPpo!O\;, olJKin Bvrtro\;: Norden 198; cf. Arvedson 
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of later prophetic exhortation. 7 Indeed one finds in the Purifica
tions what Norden termed a "prophetic anger" concerning the 
"wretched race of mortals" (124 D-K). Empedocles attempts to 
lead men from allegiance to Strife back to their originally divine 
state under the dominion of Love. In much the same spirit Plo
tinus, in the midst of his own exhortation that man abandon his 
material self, excerpts Empedocles' self-predication as a statement 
of self-revelation by one who has become a god by realizing the 
divine within himself. The self-revelation is not arbitrary or im
mediate, but is conditional upon a definite propaedeutic. Only 
after stripping away all lower accretions, including his lower self, 
can man see himself as immortal in the pure, intelligible sphere. 
He will then see all things there and will recognize himself as an 
"intelligible, shining cosmos" (35). 

That the formula was an established expression of prophetic 
revelation in Gnostic soteriology is indicated by the similarity, as 
Norden saw, between the parody in 2.9.9 and invective in Chris
tian polemicists. So Irenaeus presents, in much the same vein as 
Plotinus, a vehement objection to the use of this type of predication 
in Gnostic religious practice: 

Hic autem est fabricator coeli et terrae . .. ; et non is qui a 
Marcione, vel a Valentino, aut Basilide, aut Carpocrate, aut 
Simone, aut reliquis falso cognominatis Gnosticis adinventus 
est falsus pater. Nemo enim illorum filius fuit dei, sed Christus 
Jesus dominus noster, adversus quem et contrariam exercent 
disciplinam . ... 8 

Clement echoes this sentiment in remarks concerning the Gnostic 
heresy of Prodicus: 

77ff and 94f; Becker 7 n.5; G. Zuntz, Persephone (Oxford 1971) 190, noting Plotinus 
4.7.10. 

7 Exegesis of Empedocles' predication by Diogenes Laertius (8.57ff) and Sextus Empiri
cus (Math. I 303) suggests that the formula became somewhat of a locus classicus for later 
philosophers. Their assessments differ: Diogenes cites the formbla as evidence for a tradi
tion attributing to Empedocles the powers of an ancient mantic, while Sextus treats it as a 
statement of philosophical import, asserting that Empedodes was expressing the old epis
temological principle that like is known by like. The true philosopher, he says, will under
stand that "Empedocles called himself a god because he alone had kept his mind free from 
evil and unmuddied and by means of the god within him apprehended the god without." 
Cr. Norden 198 and Arvedson 94f. W. Theiler, Die Vorbereitung des Neuplatonismus 
(Berlin/Zurich 1964) 109, believes that both passages are indebted to Posidonius. 

8 Haer. 4.6.4. H. Jonas, Gnosis und spatantiker Geist1 (G6ttingen 1954) 200ff explains 
the formula in its Gnostic context: it is affirmation of the new 'I' of the Gnostic and is part 
of their eschatological teaching (cr. Corp.Herm. 13.200). 
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rozaura Kai ol and llpoMKOV I/fcm)WVVpWr; yvwanKoVr; mpar; av
rove;; avayopevovu:e;; boypari(ovazv vlove;; pev rpvael rou npwrov 
(Jeou Aiyovree;; avrove;;, KaraxpwpevOi be nJ evyeveif/- Kai nJ eAev
(Jepir;. (wazv we;; flovAovrar ... we;; av KVplOl rou aaflflarov Kai 
vnepavw navrde;; yivove;; nerpvKoree;; flaaiAelOl nai&r;. 9 
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Plotinus' criticism of this doctrine is quite different from that of 
Irenaeus and Clement. The Christians make the natural appeal to 
Christ as the only son of God, while also rejecting the notion of a 
completely unknowable first god. 10 Plotinus, on the other hand, 
accepts both the idea of an ineffable One and the possibility that 
man can become a god (2.9.9.50); as we shall see, it is his notion 
of the means by which man is to become divine that markedly 
separates Plotinus from the Gnostics. 11 

II 

Thus, although at first sight there seems a contradiction in Plo
tinus' two uses of the formula as expressions of revelation, we 
have found a correlation of thought: both examples appear in 
passages dealing emphatically with a fundamental precept of Plo
tinian psychology, the apotheosis of soul. The formula as it occurs 
in 4.7.10 is for Plotinus an accurate statement of self-revelation of 
soul's natural divinity when it has become an "intelligible, shining 
cosmos," and in 2.9.9 a similar revelation by the Gnostics is paro
died as a ludicrous version. In the case of the latter, Plotinus is not 
arguing that the Gnostics err in saying that men can become gods 
or the sons of god; according to 2.9.9 it is possible for man to 
become a god according to the limits imposed by his mortality. He 
is stating precisely that they misunderstand and misrepresent the 
true path to apotheosis. Both versions of the formula are thus simi-

9 Strom. 3.30.525. vfo; and nar; (cf. 2.9.9.57) are interchangeable in Greek versions of 
the formula; cf. Wetter 146 and Bousset (supra n.2) 56. 

10 Cf. Norden 74f and Wetter 4ft 
11 Plotinus IS in agreement with the Christian polemicists in stressing the revelatory 

character of the Gnostic formula. In their view any idea of redemptive promise is abrogated 
by the Gnostics, who improperly exalt themselves as gods. Their arrogance stems from the 
false belief that they are superior to other men, the heavens, and the lesser gods (see infra). 
A further point of correspondence is the emphasis on what is 'natural'. The Gnostics 
evidently claimed that they were the sons of the god 'by nature' (so Clement). Plotinus 
responds that man must exalt himself "only so far as his nature permits" (2.9.9.47); he 
adds (42-43) that nature demands that there be gods inferior to the One. Plotinus is 
obviously at odds with the Gnostics as to the natural order of things. 
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larly employed as expressions of the revelation of soul's divinity; 
the distinction between the two uses is the purported truth of one 
and speciousness of the other. Exactly how does the false revela
tion of Gnosticism contravene the true revelation as expressed in 
4.7.10? The answer must lie in Gnosticism's deprecation of the 
visible universe and the 'lesser gods', against which Plotinus ex
pressly argues in 2.9.9. But then what role does the visible universe 
play in soul's self-revelation, and how in Plotinus' view does the 
Gnostics' rejection of that role vitiate their soteriology? 

Plotinus insists that the Gnostics' formula of redemption, and 
all their exhortations to men to realize their exalted status as sons 
of the first god, mean nothing. By setting themselves alone by 
god's side and not allowing a place for other gods, they prevent 
themselves from becoming gods as far as it is possible for them. 
Man can become a god, although not in the Gnostic manner. 
What then is the true teaching which will lead men to become 
goqs? What provision is there in Plotinus' philosophy-not to be 
found in Gnosticism-which guarantees man a place as a god 
among other gods? The answer is soul's ability to comtemplate. To 
determine the role of contemplation in soul's deification, and with 
it the basis for Plotinus' specific condemnation of the Gnostics in 
2.9.9, we must consider again the context of the formula in 4.7.10. 
There the description of soul's journey upward reflects Plotinus' 
emphasis on the need for sufficient preparation before soul can 
envision itself as an intelligible cosmos. Divine revelation depends 
for its legitimacy on fulfillment of the required propaedeutic. The 
structure of that propaedeutic should reveal the nature of Plotinus' 
antipathy toward Gnostic soteriology. In short, we must delineate 
the method by which soul becomes an intelligible cosmos. 

The characterization of soul as a KO(J f.WC; vorrroc; is more fully 
explicated in 3.4.3, a discussion of the nature of the guardian 
spirits that guide soul to a higher level of existence. Soul is omni
farious, Plotinus says, encompassing all grades of the upper and 
lower spheres. Hence it is an intelligible cosmos, coming into con
tact with this world by its lower powers and with the intelligible 
world by its higher powers and by those of the cosmos (22-24). 
Now, the powers of the cosmos certainly denote the World-Soul, 
as 3.4.6.22-28 (a third reference to soul as an intelligible cos
mos) suggests. Yet, as the latter passage verifies, the powers of the 
World-Soul do not determine the cosmic soul as vorrroc;, for the 
World-Soul is a system of active powers distributed throughout 
the universe, and as such is not intelligible, since all intelligible 
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entItles are completely at rest. Why then does Plotinus in 3.4.3 
include the powers of the cosmos among those enabling soul to 
come into contact with the intelligible world? Because, I shall 
argue, the World-Soul, or the Soul of the universe, alone of all 
things below the sphere of intelligible Being, has the power to raise 
the individual soul beyond the realm of visible entities to the world 
of intelligibles. That power is realized through contemplation. 

In 3.8.8 Plotinus speaks of a 'living contemplation' (OcOJpia 
(waa, 10) in which subject and object are one. Such vision is the 
same as that of Intellect contemplating itself. Soul, which in all its 
phases is contemplation, is in its highest contemplative level at 
rest, i.e., it has itself as its own object and seeks nothing outside. 
To attain this level it must pass through intermediate stages in the 
contemplative hierarchy, each of which in order is a higher power 
of contemplation and, having been attained, becomes a means for 
reaching a still higher level of vision (cf 3.8.6). The lowest stage is 
that of the individuated soul as a ).6yo~ and a sort of intellect 
contemplating itself, but as an external object (3.8.6.26). The re
maining stages ascend in order through contemplation of Nature, 
the World-Soul (visible to man in the stars and planets and so 
equivalent to contemplation of the unified cosmos; cf 3.4.6), and 
finally Intellect (3.8.8.1-4, .18, and .10). Contemplation of the 
World-Soul is the most important of the preliminary stages in the 
hierarchy, for it alone bears a symmetrical relationship between 
the individual soul and Intellect, and thereby allows soul to pass 
to true and ultimate contemplation in which subject and object, 
soul and Intellect, are one. The symmetry of the relationship con
sists on the one hand of the connection between the visible uni
verse and Intellect, which are associated as image to archetype (cf. 
3.8.11), and on the other of a corresponding connection between 
the visible universe and soul, whose respective powers and natures 
are homogeneous (cf 3.4.3 and 6, and 2.3.9). The physical uni
verse mediates between the higher and lower worlds, being closely 
tied to both by nature. The vision of higher reality that it provides 
the soul is a product of its natural affinity to each. 

The visible universe, as an image of the intelligible universe, is 
therefore a necessary step in man's contemplative ascent described 
in 4.7.10. What is more important for our analysis, it is a pivotal 
step in that ascent, for contemplation of the visible universe is the 
final stage before the soul passes to the transcendent world of 
intelligible Being (cf. 3.8.11). As a living being it is a proper object 
of the living contemplation; he who contemplates what comes to 
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be in it at the same time contemplates its origins. The cosmos is a 
god; accordingly it requires a god to distinguish providence and its 
workings from the substrate and all that it gives to what results 
from it (3.3.6). Man, insofar as he has become an 'intelligible 
cosmos' by contemplation of its image, is a god and so is capable 
of such knowledge. 

III 

We are now in a position to explain the meaning of Plotinus' 
statement in 2.9.9.41, as well as its relationship to the parody to 
which it is an introduction. The statement is not at all characteris
tic of Plotinian metaphysics: 

Kai 0 KO(JIlOe; be 60e 61' eKelvov e(JLl KaKel pUnel, Kai niie; Kai 
(}ewv eKa(Jrar; Kai ra eKeivov nporp'lreVel dv(}pdmOlr; Kai xpwmv a 
eKeivOlr; rpiAa. 

What is remarkable about this assertion is Plotinus' choice of the 
verb npo((Jrrrevelv. As part of religious terminology the verb had a 
rather specialized sense, the act of a npo({J~rt'f~ as spokesman or 
instrument of the supernatural. 12 Plotinus' preference for such lan
guage is thus striking and seems incongruous with his rationalistic 
psychology. Moreover, to my knowledge the word is not used 
elsewhere in the Enneads with this sense. If we are to capture his 
intention here, we must realize that he is responding directly to 
Gnostic prophecy, and its attitude toward the visible cosmos, by 
recasting the relationship between the cosmos and soul in a novel 
manner. Plotinus' dispute with the Gnostics in 2.9 concerns their 
concept of an inferior, mortal universe; his argument at 2.9.9 
centers on the implications of that concept for Gnostic soteriology. 
Rejection of the divinity of the cosmos amounts to rejection of the 
Plotinian propaedeutic for divine revelation, for insofar as the 
cosmos is divine it is the image of the intelligible world, and its 
importance within the propaedeutic rests on its function of pro
viding for the ascendant soul the necessary link with the intelligible 
archetype. This is indeed the justification for the parody in 2.9.9. 
My contention is that Plotinus, to reinforce his argument against 

12 See E. R. Dodds, Pagan and Christian in an Age of Anxiety (Cambridge 1965) 53-68. 
Wetter 22 defines the term as follows: "vaticinari und 7tporp1/reVelv bedeuten eigentlich nur 
tv 7tVeVj1arl Aak/v. Der Prophet ist der von Gott Besessene; er ist das Instrument, auf dem 
Gott spielt." 
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the Gnostics, here gives to the universe a new dimension which is 
in fact an amplification of its role in the propaedeutic of contem
plation: Plotinus undermines Gnostic revelation by presenting in 
its place the notion, derived from the principles of his own ra
tionalism, of the visible universe as prophetic instrument of the 
intelligible world. 

The statement at 2.9.9.41 has embedded within it two distinct 
notions corresponding to the two aspects of the visible universe: 
(1) the cosmos as a whole reveals (npOqJ17 reVel ) to men the nature of 
the One, and (2) the gods within it make plain through oracles 
what is pleasing to them. Plotinus conceived the powers of the 
diverse gods within the cosmos, by which he means the heavenly 
bodies, to be different in degree from those of the cosmos viewed 
in its essential unity. When envisioned as a multiplicity, the cosmos 
is a system of individual deities who impart a variety of oracular 
and astrological signs. Because the multiplicity is totally inter
related through the ordering of a single, rational principle of the 
universe, anyone of these signs can reveal to the wise man the 
order of the entire world of sense experience. Thus individual 
signs pertain only to this world, and their efficacy depends upon 
the essential unity of the visible cosmos which is a single living 
being, a unity in diversity. By participating in its unity, its con
stituent parts are 'full of signs' (cf. 2.3.7-8). Contemplation of the 
movements and positions of individual stars and planets will there
fore disclose the harmony and correspondence of all things in 
nature. But the universe in its entirety, viewed as a single living 
being and not a multiplicity of constituent parts, is for the soul the 
one direct image of the intelligible world, such that contemplation 
of it will reveal an intelligible order of Being more ultimate than, 
and indeed the source of, the order imposed on nature. What it 
reveals to the contemplative soul extends beyond the senses to 
transcendent reality, and so corresponds to that level of the con
templative hierarchy in which the All is envisioned, viz. the Soul, 
as distinct from the body, of the universe. 13 

There are therefore two levels of contemplation of the visible 

13 This basic distinction is stated or implied often in the Enneads: e.g., 2.3.1 (the course 
of the stars indicates what is going to happen only in each case; cf. 3.1.5); 2.3.6 (the 'rule' 
of the universe does not belong to anyone star or planet); 3.2.3 (this universe is the best of 
all corporeal entities; one can find fault with it only if it is seen in its multiplicity and not as 
a whole). In 2.3.8-9 the body and Soul of the universe are distinguished, the body being 
the diversity of its parts and its Soul the All, its unity. The stars cooperate toward the All 
since they are parts of it. 
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cosmos: (1) contemplation of the multiplicity of the cosmos, 
whereby the individual stars and planets reveal the interrelation
ship of all aspects of the sense world; (2) a more profound con
templation of the cosmos as a unified and living being and image 
of intelligible reality, whereby the rational order of the All dis
closes truly intelligible Being. The oracles of the gods within the 
universe (the divine stars and planets) refer in 2.9.9.41 to the first 
of these levels; the 'prophecy' of the cosmos refers to the second 
and higher level. 

The new dimension given to the function of the cosmos in this 
regard is Plotinus' reinterpretation, signaled by his choice of the 
word nporp'!reVelV, of the second level of its contemplation. By say
ing that the cosmos 'prophesies' to man, Plotinus counters Gnostic 
teaching with his own notion of prophetic revelation, a notion 
with a strongly religious connotation, to be sure, but one founded 
on a purely philosophical basis. The Gnostics are not justified in 
declaring themselves and their followers sons of god, for their 
teaching actually prevents them from becoming gods at all. The 
revelatory proclamation of redemption is legitimate only for those 
who have followed the proper method of contemplation and have 
become intelligible universes. A necessary and pivotal step in that 
method is contemplation of the unity which is the visible cosmos, 
in that it is the one entity in the sense world the vision of which 
will lead soul beyond that world. In this sense the cosmos is the 
medium between the transcendent realm and the individual soul, 
revealing to the latter its ultimate association with the former, and 
as such is the natural counterpart of the Gnostic prophet. The 
parody of the Gnostics' formula is occasioned by their renuncia
tion of the power of the visible cosmos to reveal to soul the world 
of intelligible Being. In defiance of Gnosticism's false prophecy, 
Plotinus invests all prophetic activity and efficacy in the cosmos, 
since, as image of the intelligible archetype and the best of all 
corporeal things (cf. 3.2.3), it alone is the instrument for conveying 
the truth of the divine world to contemplative man. 

The full meaning of Plotinus' parody can now be discerned. The 
Gnostic formula is in the second person a promise of, and in the 
first person an acknowledgment of, man's nature as a divine being 
in the highest sense, as a child of the first god. 14 Such is the revela
tory message of the Gnostics' teaching. Part of their arrogance, in 
the view of Plotinus, derives from the resulting circumvention of 

14 C(. Arvedson 90f and Becker 54. 
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the cosmos as the real organ of prophetic revelation: the Gnostic 
teaching has appropriated the function of ministering god's mes
sage, a function which, Plotinus suggests, can properly be assigned 
to the divine cosmos alone. For Plotinus, the cosmos is both the 
source of all oracular and astrological providence, and also, as the 
unified All, the divine agent, or 'prophet', of a revelatory wisdom 
from the ideal world. Man is granted enlightenment of his godlike 
state in the same way he receives signs from the stars, viz. by 
contemplating the cosmos. is 

Herein lies the crucial difference between the Gnostic and Plo
tinian conceptions of divine enlightenment. The Gnostics' minister 
of prophecy is a personal agent of the first god who freely be
stows total redemption immediately upon man's understanding 
and elicits acceptance of the prophetic message. In the Enneads, 
on the other hand, the cosmos is a living being and must be sought 
out by man for knowledge of the divine order of things, inas
much as the heavenly motions are the only direct reflections of the 
intelligible world. In this respect Plotinus is indebted to Plato's 
Timaeus. Plotinus accepts the Platonic idea of a final, sudden en
lightenment through the intuitive phase of the soul, but it is condi
tional upon the mediate process of contemplation, as it is also for 
Plato. In Gnostic terms redemption can come from sudden recog
nition by virtue of the spoken word, whereas for Plotinus man 
must first contemplate the heavens before overcoming his cor
poreal bonds. This is the arduous path to knowledge which can
not be bypassed by arbitrary pronouncement of a false gnosis. 
The Gnostic seeks to elevate himself above the cosmos "without 
troubling himself" (ov£>ev 7wv~(Jar;, 58-59), i.e. without bothering 
with the required effort of contemplation. For the pure Hellenic 
rationalist, the only prophet of divine enlightenment is the con
templated universe. 

It may be added parenthetically that Plotinus was well aware 
that the practice of magic was associated with at least some sects 
of Gnosticism (2.9.14), and it is highly probable that he considered 
their prophetic language a form of their diabolically persuasive 
magic, as did the Christian polemicists. 16 If so, then one of the 

15 In 3.2.3.19-41, a rare personification in the Enneads, the whole universe 'speaks' to 
one who contemplates it telling him of its origin and divine nature. 

16 Wetter 74ff points out that many ancient interpreters associated magic with the pro
phetic teachings of Gnosticism (cf. Iren. Haer. 1.13.3 on the Gnostic Marcus). The associa
tion was viewed with suspicion by Christians, who tended to separate the magician from 
the prophet. Cf Dieterich, Abraxas (supra n.2) 148ff on the Pistis Sophia (which maintains 
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reasons for his invective in 2.9.9 is to exclude prophecy from 
the realm of magic and to place it totally within the limits of his 
own metaphysical scheme. His argument and parody give added 
strength to the central purpose of 2.9, the vindication of Hellenic 
rationalism in the face of what he obviously considered to be an 
un-Hellenic mysticism. 17 By placing what had become for Gnosti
cism a feature of religious mysticism in the sphere of a purely 
rationalistic metaphysics, Plotinus is once again squarely within 
the tradition of Hellenic philosophy. If later Neoplatonists turned 
to religious revelation of the type found in the Chaldaean Oracles 
and similar texts,18 it was not without the clear admonition of the 
foremost exponent of their school. 

We have then in 4.7.10 and 2.9.9 Plotinus' appraisals of both 
the legitimate and the illegitimate contexts for the revelatory proc
lamation of divinity. The Gnostics in their arrogant claim of su
periority over the lesser gods derogate the necessary propaedeutic 
of man's ascent through the hierarchical stages of contemplation 
in favor of the primacy of the redemptive Word alone. What Plo
tin us must mean when he says that the cosmos 'prophesies' to man 
is that primarily through contemplation of the visible universe 
man comprehends, and in a different sense becomes, the intelligible 
cosmos. The legitimate self-predication of divinity can be made 
only at the end of the process of contemplation, which can be 
inferred as the foundation for soul's ascent to the intelligible world 
descri bed in 4.7.10 and which cannot be replaced by the sudden 
false revelation of the Gnostic Logos. Although we might well 
wonder why Plotinus did not elaborate so provocative an idea as 
this, it must be emphasized that it is not presented in isolation, but 
echoes a theme prevalent in 2.9, that the Gnostics are godless and 
their soteriology inane because they lack the ability or will to 
contemplate the beauty of the cosmos. 19 Plotinus would have ex-

that only the Gnostics are in possession of the arts of magic and astrology): in magical texts 
'magicians', using the style of self-predication, declare themselves gods; their formulae of 
divine identification provide the foundation upon which they can legitimately claim to lead 
men to spiritual awakening (see also 136 n.1). Cr. Becker 54. Plotinus considers both 
the Gnostics' soteriological formula and their magical incantations as instances of their 
persuasive avOli&za (2.9.9.56 and .14.5ff, 41£). 

17 See Kroll (supra n.2) 65 n.2. The mystic often identifies himself with god, and so 
speaks in the language of god. Such addresses, being imitations of those of the gods, are 
formulated in the first person because that is the usual mode of speech of the gods. This 
fact, combined with Dieterich's remarks (supra n.16), suggests how Plotinus could have 
discerned both magical and mystical elements in Gnostic prophecy. 

18 See Dodds (supra n.12) 122f. 
19 Several examples will illustrate the theme: the Gnostic imperative 'Look to god' has no 
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pected his audience, which we may suppose was familiar with 
Gnostic soteriology,20 to understand that his comments in 2.9.9 
were an expansion of that theme. Porphyry (Plot. 16) notes that 
it was principally against the 'revelations' (dn01~aAVlf/elC;) of the 
Gnostics and other sectarians that Plotinus directed his attack in 
2.9. 21 Hence, although his argument in chapter nine is but one of 
many designed to expose fallacies in the Gnostics' deprecation of 
the visible cosmos, it has special import for the work as a whole. 
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meaning unless one is to teach men how to look (.15.33-40); if God is absent from the 
universe, he will be absent from you (.16.25-27); the Gnostic is blind and far from seeing 
the intelligible world since he does not even see the world open to the senses (.16.37-39); 
because the Gnostics are not moved by the beauty of the cosmos, they have no contempla
tion, and therefore no god (.17.22-25); as we come closer to the perfectly untroubled state 
we are able to imitate the Soul of the All and of the stars, and approaching a resemblance to 

them we hasten to the same level of contemplation which Soul possesses; the Gnostics claim 
an ability to contemplate, but that does not make them any more contemplative, nor does 
their declaration that they can leave the universe when they die, while the stars cannot 
(.18.30-38). 

20 See Plotinus' admission in 2.9.10, and Porphyry's corroboration in Plot. 16, that a 
number of his students were adherents to certain Gnostic sects. 

21 A. D. Nock, Essays on Religion and the Ancient World II (Cambridge [Mass.] 1972) 
944 n.1 remarks, "In Porphyry the term apokalypsis ('revelation') as a book title has no 
known parallel among pagan book titles." We need not assume that Porphyry is referring to 
the actual titles of these books. The term is best taken simply as descriptive, referring to the 
genre of Gnostic literature which Plotinus felt compelled to attack. C(. Dodds (supra n.12) 
122. 


